In this work, a likelihood encoder is studied in the context of lossy source compression. The analysis of the likelihood encoder is based on a soft-covering lemma. It is demonstrated that the use of a likelihood encoder together with the soft-covering lemma gives alternative achievability proofs for classical source coding problems. The case of the rate-distortion function with side information at the decoder (i.e. the Wyner-Ziv problem) is carefully examined and an application of the likelihood encoder to the multi-terminal source coding inner bound (i.e. the Berger Tung region) is outlined.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rate-distortion theory, founded by Shannon in [1] and [2] , provides the fundamental limits of lossy source compression. The minimum rate required to represent an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) source sequence under a given tolerance of distortion is given by the rate-distortion function. Related problems such as source coding with side infonna tion available only at the decoder [3] and distributed source coding [4] , [5] , [6] have also been heavily studied in the past decades. Standard proofs [7] , [8] of achievability for these rate distortion problems often use joint-typicality encoding, i.e. the encoder looks for a codeword that is jointly typical with the source sequence. The distortion analysis involves bounding several "error" events which may come from either encoding or decoding. These bounds use the joint asymptotic equiparti tion principle (J-AEP) and its immediate consequences as the main tool. In the cases where there are mUltiple information sources, such as side information at the decoder, intricacies arise, such as the need for a Markov lemma [7] and [8] . These subtleties also lead to error-prone proofs involving the analysis of error caused by random binning, which have been pointed out in several existing works [9] [10] .
In this paper, we propose using a likelihood encoder to achieve classical source coding results such as the Wyner Ziv rate-distortion function and Berger-Tung inner bound. This encoder has been used in [11] to achieve the rate-distortion function for point-to-point communication and in [12] and [13] to achieve strong coordination. The advantage of the likelihood encoder over a joint-typicality encoder becomes crucial in secrecy systems [14] .
Just as the joint-typicality encoder relies on the J-AEp, the likelihood encoder relies on the soft-covering lemma. The idea This research was supported in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Grant FA9550-I2-1-0I96 and MURI Grant FA9550-09-05086 and in part by National Science Foundation under Grants CCF-1l16013 and CNS-09-05086. of soft-covering was first introduced in [15] and was later used in [16] for channel resolvability.
The application of the likelihood encoder together with the soft-covering lemma is not limited to only discrete alphabet. The proof for sources from continuous alphabets is readily included, since the soft-covering lemma imposes no restriction on alphabet size. Therefore, no extra work, i.e. quantization of the source, is needed to extend the standard proof for discrete sources to continuous sources as in [8] . This advantage becomes more desirable for the multi-terminal case, since generalization of the type-covering lemma and the Markov lemma to continuous alphabets is non-trivial. Strong versions of the Markov lemma on finite alphabets that can prove the Berger-Tung inner bound can be found in [8] and [17] . However, generalization to the continuous alphabets is still an ongoing research topic. Some work, such as [18] , has been dedicated to making this transition, yet is not strong enough to be applied to the Berger-Tung case.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Notation
A sequence Xl, ... , X n is denoted by x n . Limits taken with respect to " n ---+ 00 " are abbreviated as "---+ n ". Inequalities with lim sUP n --+= h n <::: h and lim inf n --+= h n :;0. h are abbreviated as h n <::: n hand h n :;o. n h, respectively. When X denotes a random variable, x is used to denote a realization, X is used to denote the support of that random variable, and � x is used to denote the probability simplex of distributions with alphabet X. The symbol I · I is used to denote the cardinality.
A Markov relation is denoted by the symbol -. We use IEp, IF' p, and I p (X; Y) to indicate expectation, probability, and mutual information taken with respect to a distribution P; however, when the distribution is clear from the context, the subscript will be omitted. To keep the notation uncluttered, the arguments of a distribution are sometimes omitted when the arguments' symbols match the subscripts of the distribution, e.g. PXIY(xly) = PXIY' We use a bold capital letter P to denote that a distribution P is random. We use lR to denote the set of real numbers and lR+ to denote the nonnegative subset.
For a distortion measure d : X x Y f--+ lR+, we use IE [d(X, Y)] to measure the distortion of X incurred by rep resenting it as Y . The maximum distortion is defined as The distortion between two sequences is defined to be the per-letter average distortion d( x n, y n) = � t d( Xt , Yt ). n t=l
B. Total Variation Distance
The total variation distance between two distributions P and Q on the same alphabet X is defined as
where A ranges over all subsets of the sample space. 
IlPxPYlx -QxPYlxllTV
IlPx -QxllTV <::: IlPx y -QXYilTV .
(4)
C. The Likelihood Encoder
We define the likelihood encoder, operating at rate R, which receives a sequence X l, ... , X n and maps it to a message JIv[ E [1 : 2 n R ]. In normal usage, a decoder then uses JIv[ to form an approximate reconstruction of the X l, ... , X n sequence. The encoder is specified by a code book of y n (m) sequences and a joint distribution PXy. Consider the likelihood function for each codeword, with respect to a memoryless channel from y to X, defined as follows:
£(m l x n) £ PXnly r ,( x n l y n(m)).
A likelihood encoder is a stochastic encoder that determines the message index with probability proportional to £(m l x n),
i.e.
Now we introduce the core lemma that serves as the foundation for this analysis. One can consider the role of the soft-covering lemma in analyzing the likelihood encoder as analogous to that of the J-AEP which is used for the analysis of joint-typicality encoders. The general idea of the soft-covering lemma is that the distribution induced by selecting uniformly from a random code book and passing the codeword through a memoryless channel is close to an i.i.d. distribution as long as the codebook size is large enough.
Lemma 1 (Lemma 1.1 [II] and Lemma IV.I [12D. Given a joint distribution PXy, let e r n) be a random collection of sequences y n(m) , with m = 1, ... , 2 n R , each drawn independently and i. i. d. according to Py. Denote by PXn the output distribution induced by selecting an index m uniformly at random and applying y n(m) to the memoryless channel specified by PXly. Then if R > I(X; Y), n lE e n IlPx n -II Px IITV <::
The proof is omitted due to a lack of space.
III. PROBLEM SETUP AND RESULT REVIEW
A. Wyner-Ziv Model Review
The source and side information (xn, En) is distributed i.i.d. according to (X t , E t ) rv PXB. The system has the following constraints:
The system performance is measured according to the follow ing distortion metric: The solution to this source coding problem is given in [3] . The rate-distortion function with side information at the decoder is 
IV. ACHTEVABILITY PROOF USING THE LIKELIHOOD ENCODER Our proof technique involves using the likelihood encoder and a channel decoder and showing that the behavior of the system is approximated by a well-behaved distribution. Exact bounds are obtained by using the soft-covering lemma to analyze how well the approximating distribution matches the system. For the readers' reference, a very short and simple achievability proof for point-to-point lossy compression was provided in [II] , which will serve to familiarize the reader with the proof techniques in this paper using the likelihood encoder.
We will introduce a virtual message which is produced by the encoder but not physically transmitted to the receiver so that this virtual message together with the actual message gives a high enough rate for applying the soft-covering lemma. Then we show that this virtual message can be reconstructed with vanishing error probability at the decoder by using the side information. This is analogous to the technique of random binning.
Let R > R(D), where R(D) is from (5) . We prove that R is achievable for distortion D. Let !vI' be a virtual message with rate R' which is not physically transmitted. By the rate-distortion formula (5), we can fix PVIXB E M(D), (P VIXB = P V lx) such that R + R' > Ip(X; V) and R' < Ip(V; B). We will use the likelihood encoder derived from P xv and a random codebook {vn (rn, rn')} generated according to Pv to prove the result. The decoder will first use the transmitted message lvI and the side information Bn to decode M' as IV!' and reproduce vn(M, l'vl'). Then the reconstruction yn is produced as a function of Bn and Vn.
The distribution induced by the encoder and decoder is decoder, let ¢( . , . ) be the function corresponding to the choice ofPvlxB in (6) , that is Y = ¢(V, B) and lEp [d(X, Y )] � D. Define ¢n( vn, bn) as the concatenation {¢( Vt, btn f=l and set the decoder P <!> to be the deterministic function Analysis: We will need three distributions for the analysis, the induced distribution P and two approximating distributions Q( 1) and Q( 2) . The idea is to show that 1) the system has nice behavior for distortion under Q( 2) ; and 2) P and Q( 2) are close in total variation (averaged over the random codebook) through Q( 1) . QMMflxn = PLE. (7) Furthermore, it can be verified that (10) where PLE is the likelihood encoder; PD(m'lrn, bn) is the first part of the decoder that estimates rn' as rn'; and P <!> (yn Irn, ih', b n ) is the second part of the decoder that reconstructs the source sequence. Note that the distributions are random due to the random codebook. We now concisely restate the behavior of the encoder and decoder, as components of the induced distribution.
Codebook generation:
We independently generate 2 n (R+Rf ) sequences in vn according to rr � = l PV(Vi) and index by (rn, rn') E [1 : 2 n R] x [1 : 2 n Rf] . We use c(n ) to denote the random codebook. Encoder: The encoder P LE (rn, rn'lxn) is the likelihood encoder that chooses l'vI and l'vI' stochastically with probability proportional to the likelihood function given by £(rn, rn'lxn) = Pxnwn(xnlVn(rn, rn')). Define two distributions Q(l) and Q (2) based on Q as follows:
Q i:'BnvnMMfNlf yn � Q xnBnvnMMfPDP",(ynlm,m',bn) (12) Q i:'BnvnMMf!V[f yn � Qx nBnvnMMfPDP",(ynlm, m', bn) . (13) Notice that Q (2) differs from Q (1) by allowing the decoder to use rn' rather than ih' when forming its reconstruction through ¢n.
Therefore, on account of (11), IEe(n) [Q�!'Bnvnyn(x n,bn,vn,yn)] = PxnBnvn yn (xn,bn,vn,yn) .
Consequently, (14) Now applying the soft-covering lemma, since R + R' > Ip(B, X; V) = Ip(X; V), we have lEe(n) [llPxnBn -QxnBn IITV 1 � E n -+ n O.
And with (8), (10), (12) , and Property l(c), we obtain IE e cn ) [llPxnBn MAFNI , yn -Q i: 'Bn MJ WA1, yn IITV] � E n (15) Since by definition Q i: 'BnMM'N I ' = Q � : 'Bn MlVI'NI "
Also, since R' < I (V; B) , the codebook is randomly gen erated, and l'vI' is uniformly distributed under Q , it is well known that the maximum likelihood decoder P D (as well as a variety of other decoders) will drive the error probability to zero as n goes to infinity. Specifically,
Applying Lemma 2, we obtain IE e cn ) II Q i: 'BnMN I ' -Q �!'BnMM' IITV � IE e cn ) [Yj � 6 n · (16) Thus by Property l(c) and definitions (12) and (13), IE e cn ) [ II Q i: 'Bn MNI , yn -Q �!'BnMlVl'yn IITV] � 6 n · (17) Combining (15) and (17) and using Property l(b) (d), we have [ (2) ] IE eC n) liP Xnyn -Q xn yn IITV � E n + 6 n , (18) where E n and 6 n are the error terms introduced from the soft covering lemma and channel coding, respectively.
Using Property lea) and (14) and (18) The application of the likelihood encoder can go beyond single-user communications. In this section, we will outline an alternative proof for achieving the Berger-Tung inner bound.
A. Berger-Tung Model Review
We now assume a pair of correlated sources (Xl n ,X2 n ), distributed i.i.d. according to (Xl t , X2 t ) rv PX1X2, indepen dent encoders, and a joint decoder, satisfying the following constraints:
• Encoder 1 !I n : Xl n --+ Ml (possibly stochastic). • Encoder 2 h n : X2 n --+ M2 (possibly stochastic). • Decoder g n : Ml x M2 f--+ Y I n X Y 2 n (possibly stochastic ).
• Compression rates: Rl, R2, i.e. IMII = 2nR 1 , IM21 = 2nR 2 .
The system performance is measured according to the follow ing distortion metric:
• IE[dk(Xk n , Yk n )] = � L:�=l dk(Xk t , Yk t ), k = 1,2, where dk ( . , . ) can be ditlerent distortion measures for different k. The achievable rate region is not yet known in general. But an inner bound, reproduced below, was given in [4] and [5] and is known as the Berger- Tung such that Yk = ¢dVl, V2) and IEp [dk(Xk, Yk) ] < Dk. Note that VI -Xl -X2 -V2 forms a Markov chain under P. We must show that any rates (Rl, R2) satisfying Rl > Ip(Xl; VI) and R2 > Ip(X2; V21Vd are achievable.
First we will use the likelihood encoder derived from PX1U1 and a random codebook {Ul n (ml)} generated according to PU1 for Encoder 1. Then we will use the likelihood en coder derived from PX2U2 and another random codebook {u2n(m2, m;)} generated according to PU2 for Encoder 2.
The decoder will use the transmitted message l'vil to decode VI n , as in the point-to-point case, and use the transmitted message M2 along with the decoded VI n to decode M� as NI�, as in the Wyner-Ziv case, and reproduce u�(l'vh NI�). Finally, the decoder outputs the reconstructions Yk n as functions of VI n and V2 n .
The distribution induced by the encoders and decoder is � PM1 I X1 " P U1 " I MI where again l'vI� plays the role of the virtual message that is not physically transmitted as in the Wyner-Ziv case.
Codebook generation: We independently generate 2n Rl sequences in UI n according to TI�=1 PU1 (Ult) and index them by ml E [1 : 2n R l ], and independently generate 2n( R 2 + R ; ) sequences in U2 n according to TI�=1 PU2 (U2t) and index them by (m2, m�) E [1 : 2n R 2 ] x [1 : 2 n R ; ]. We use c in ) and C �n ) to denote the two random code books, respectively.
Encoders: Encoder 1 Pi\h I Xl n is the likelihood encoder -( n ) according to PX1"U1" and C I Encoder 2 PAh M� l x2" is the likelihood encoder according to PX ( U2" and C � n ) Decoder: First, let P U1I M1 be a C l n ) codeword lookup decoder. Then, let P D (rh� 1m2, UI n) be a good channel decoder with respect to the sub-codebook C �n\ m2) {U2n(m2, a)}a and the memoryless channel PU1!U2' Last, define ¢kn(Uln, U2n) as the concatenation {¢k(Ult, U2t)} r =1 and set the decoders P 1>,k to be the deterministic functions P1>,k(Yk nlUI n, m2, m;) £ li{Yk n = ¢k n(UI n, U2n(m2' rh.;))}.
Analysis: We will need the following distributions: the induced distribution P and auxiliary distributions QI and Q),. The general idea of the proof is as follows: Encoder 1 makes P and QI close in total variation. Distribution Ql (random only with respect to the second codebook C �n ) ) is the expectation of QI over the random codebook c in ) . This is really the key step in the proof. By considering the expectation of the distribution with respect to c in ) , we effectively remove Encoder 1 from the problem and turn the message from Encoder 1 into memoryless side information at the decoder. Hence, the two distortions (averaged over c in ) ) under Pare roughly the same as the distortions under Ql' which is a much simpler distribution. We then recognize Q)' as precisely P in (8) from the Wyner-Ziv proof of the previous section, with a source pair (Xl, X2), a pair of reconstructions (YI, Y2) and UI as the side information.
1) The auxiliary distribution Q I takes the following form: QI J\ihUlnXlnX2n ( rnl , ul n, Xl n, X2n) � R li{Uln = Uln (mI}}P x1n !U1n (xlnluln) 2 n 1 PX2"I Xln(X 2nlxln) (26) where P2 was defined earlier in (25). Applying the soft covering lemma, since RI > Ip(XI ; UI}, lE e;") [ II QI Xi' -PXi' IITV] � fI n -t n O.
Consequently,
where QI and P are distributions over random variables X In, X 2 n , UI n , lv1 1, lv12, l'vI�, lvl�, YI n, and Y2 n.
2) Taking the expectation over codebook c in ) , we define Q i Xl n X2nU1 n AI2AI�KI�Yl n Y2 n lE e;n) [ QI XlnX2n[hnM2M�NI� Yl " Y2 "] (28) Note that under this definition of Q)', we have Q* ( n n n , A! n n) lXl'nX2nUlnAJ2AJfA�lfYl'nY2n Xl ,X2 ,'lLi ,m2,m2,m2,Yl ,Y2 = PX1 nX2"Ul n (Xl n, X2n, UI n)P2(m2, m;, rh;, YI n, Y2n1X2n, UI n).
By Property 1 (b), lE e(n) [ lEp [ddXk n, Yk n)]] 1 < lE e(n) [lEQl [ddXk n, Yk n)]] + dmaxfl n (29) 1 lEQl [dk(Xk n, Yk n)] + dmaxfl n - (30) Note that Q)' is exactly of the form of the induced distribu tion P in the Wyner-Ziv proof of the previous section, with the inconsequential modification that there are two reconstructions and two distortion functions. With the same techniques as (12) 
where f 2 n and 6 n are error terms introduced from the soft covering lemma and channel decoding, respectively.
Finally, taking the expectation over c in ) and using (30) and (31), lE e � n) [ lE e;") [lEp [dk(Xk n, Yk n)]] ] � Dk+dmax(fl n +f2 n +6 n ).
